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ABSTRACT: The energy dependence of the neutral fraction of ions scattered by metal
surfaces is observed to be affected by the presence of energy gaps and surface states in their
surface band structure. The effect is more dramatic when the ion energy level remains close
to the surface Fermi level of the surface, as it occurs in the scattering of Li positive ions by
Cu and noble metal surfaces. We have incorporated the interaction of the ion state with the
bulk- and surface-like states within an extended Anderson model and by using an ab initio
calculation of the Hamiltonian terms. In this form we found that the increase of the neutral
fraction at low projectile energies is explained solely by the presence of energy gaps in the
case of Cu(111), while the bonding interaction with the first image potential state is also
important in the Cu(100), Ag(100), and Ag(111) surfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

Charge exchange between a projectile atom and a target surface
during a nonequilibrium collision process constitutes a topic of
relevance for broad areas of basic and applied research. The
tunnelling of resonant electrons is essential to explain charge
transfer between alkali metal ions and metal surfaces. There is
abundant theoretical and experimental literature exploring
these systems, but the mechanisms that control the charge
exchange between them are not yet fully understood.1−25

When working with charge exchange during a scattering
process, i.e., electronic transfer to and from a target surface to a
colliding ion moving in front of it, it is important to consider
that the projectile electronic energy levels are shifted and
broaden with respect to the energy level at large distances. This
effect is mainly due to the interaction of the projectile states
with the conduction band and with the inner states of the
target.26,27

Metallic target surfaces have work functions typically ranging
from 4 to 5.5 eV. The low ionization potential of Li+ ions (5.39
eV), comparable to metallic work functions, makes it a very
attractive projectile choice for a charge exchange analysis during
a collision process.4,5,8,10,12,18−22,24,28−31

In our previous study on this topic,24 measurements of
neutral fractions of Li+ ions scattered by Cu(111) and Cu(100)
surfaces were satisfactorily explained by applying the bond-pair
model and considering an extraordinarily large number of
surface atoms. However, our theoretical predictions mostly
failed in explaining the large neutral fraction observed at low
energies in Cu(100) and at large energies in Cu(111).

In an attempt to describe these behaviors and to fully
understand the underlying charge transfer mechanisms, in the
present study we investigate the inclusion of the first image
potential state in Cu(100). The most relevant features of this
state, such as its dispersion relation and its extension up to the
borders of the surface conduction band, were considered. To
complete our research, we extend the study to Ag(100) and
Ag(111). It is relevant to mention that the image potential
states become important only for those metal surfaces where
they remain within the band gap. Otherwise, its lifetime is
extremely short when compared to the time scale of a typical
charge transfer experiment.32

Surface states can be classified according to their charge
density localization relative to the surface atomic layer into
intrinsic surface states and image potential states. The intrinsic
surface states, those derived from the crystal potential
termination at the vacuum interface,33,34 are mainly localized
at the surface atomic layer. The image potential states, derived
from the long-range image potential experienced by an electron
outside the surface, are mostly localized in the vacuum region
of metal surfaces (beyond the image plane position
zim).

35−38The binding energies of the image potential states
have been measured by inverse photoemission (IPE),36,37,39−41

two-photon photoemission (2PPE),42−50 and time-resolved
two-photon photoemission (TR2PPE)47,51−53 techniques.
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Intrinsic line widths of image potential states associated with
electron−hole pair excitations have also been measured by
means of 2PPE45,46,50 and TR2PP.47,52−54 The TR2PPE
measurements have given 40−50 fs for the first image potential
state on Cu(100) and Ag(100),47,49 15−18 fs for Cu(111),49,53
and 30 fs for Ag(111).55

The influence of the image potential states on the charge
exchange in low-energy ion−metallic surface collisions has been
barely treated in the past. Borisov et al.13 include the intrinsic
surface state in the wave packet approximation method to
calculate the resonant charge transfer in ion−metal surface
collisions, with special emphasis on the H−/Cu(111) system.
Nevertheless, in most of the theoretical models used to describe
the experimental neutralization rates, the image potential is
only intended to shift the projectile energy level at large
distances.20,22,24,29,31 In contrast, here we consider the image
potential state as another state of the surface that interacts with
the active state of the projectile, within the Anderson model
approach. The corresponding density of states and image
potential state energy dispersion with the wave vector parallel
to the metallic surface are also included.
It is pertinent to state that we use a local density

approximation for calculating the electronic structure of the
metal surface which satisfactorily describes the intrinsic surface
states but not the image potential surface states. The calculation
of the image potential states is performed by matching a long-
range image potential onto the self-consistent crystal potential
by following the proposal of Chulkov et al.56

In the present paper we show that the image potential state
influence on charge exchange processes involving low-energy
colliding Li+ ions on metallic surfaces is by no means negligible.
Furthermore, we find that its effect becomes more significant at
lower projectile kinetic energies. The role played by the image
potential state in charge transfer strongly depends on two main
factors: (i) how strong is the bonding interaction with the
projectile energy level and (ii) how extended is the image
potential state within the surface band gap of the metallic
surface.

2. THEORY
2.1. Interaction Model. The atom−surface interaction is

described by the extended Anderson Hamiltonian given by the
expression

∑ ε= ̂ + +
⃗ σ

σ⃗ ⃗ −H n H H
k

k k
,

atom atom surface
(2.1)

The first term in eq 2.1 refers to the solid states of energy εk ⃗
and occupation number nk̂σ⃗ per spin projection σ. The second
term is related with the atom electronic configurations
considered as the most probable ones in the charge exchange
process, and finally the last term is the interaction between
these electronic configurations and the band states of the solid
surface.
In this work, we consider only the resonant neutralization to

the ground state of the Li atom, and then the Hatom in the case
of neglecting the spin variable (spinless approximation) is given
by the expression

ε= ̂H natom I a (2.2)

Within the bond-pair model used for describing the atom−
surface interaction,57 the difference between total energies
E(1s2 2s) − E(1s2) gives asymptotically the Li ionization

energy; by considering only the contributions of the short-
range interaction terms it results to be
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In eq 2.3 the index i denotes the type of orbital (s, p, d, ...) and
R⃗s the position of the atoms in the solid, while 2s indicates the

active state in the projectile atom. The ε − ∑⎯→ ⃗VR
Z R

0 2s,2s
,

s

s s term

accounts for the one-electron contributions (kinetic energy and
electron−nuclei interactions); J2̃s,iR⃗s

,J2̃s,iR⃗s

X are the direct and
exchange Coulomb integrals calculated up to a second-order
expansion in the overlap S2s,iR⃗s

of the symmetric orthogonal
atomic basis set. The average occupations ⟨ni⟩ of the atoms in
the solid are the nonperturbed ones obtained from the local
surface density of states. The ΔE2s,iR⃗s

term corresponds to the
difference between the projectile atom and surface atom energy
terms, and V2s,iR⃗s

dim is the off-diagonal term that also includes the
two-electron contributions to the hopping within a mean-field
approximation. The superindex dim indicates that it is
calculated within the orthogonal basis set for the corresponding
dimer composed by the projectile atom and one of the solids at
the position R⃗s. The total energies are calculated without
allowing charge exchange between the atom and surface, the Li
energy level variation being caused by overlap and mean-field
electrostatic interactions.
The effect of the long-range interactions is introduced by

considering the image potential defining the behavior for large
normal distances (z) to the surface (z > za)

57,58
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and zim is the image plane distance from the first surface layer of
atoms.
Consistently with this picture, the Hatom−surface is
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(2.5)

The wave vectors k ⃗ = (k/⃗/,kz), which classify the bulk and
surface-like states ψk(⃗r)⃗ of a solid with surface, are only Bloch
vectors in the parallel direction to the surface (k/⃗/). The
coupling term Vk,⃗2s in the case of bulk and intrinsic surface59

states is calculated as usual according to the expansion of ψk(⃗r)⃗
in atomic orbitals centered on the surface atoms (ϕi(r ⃗ − R⃗s))
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The coefficients ci,R⃗s

k ⃗ determine the density matrix elements

ρi,j,R⃗s,R⃗s′
(ε) of the solid through the expression
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The density matrix ρi,j,R⃗s,R⃗s′
(ε) is calculated by using the Local

Density Approximation (LDA).60,61 As the LDA does not
reproduce the correct asymptotic behavior of the image
potential in the vacuum, the calculation of the image potential
states is performed by matching a long-range image potential
onto the self-consistent crystal potential. By following the
proposal of Chulkov et al.,56 the resulting potential Vmetal is
constant in the x, y plane and varies in the z direction (see the
Supporting Information). The coupling term in the case of
image potential state is calculated as

ψ ψ= ⟨ | + + | ⟩⃗ ⃗V T V V
k k,2s
image

atom metal a (2.8)

where T is the kinetic energy term and Vatom (Vmetal) is the
potential energy due to the atom (surface). Taking into account
that (T + Vatom)ψa ≈ εaψa and that ψk ⃗ and ψa are
orthonormalized (see Supporting Information for details), eq
2.8 is approximately given by the expression

ψ ψ= ⟨ | | ⟩⃗ ⃗V z V( )
k k,2s
image

metal a// (2.9)

The details of the calculation are given in the Supporting
Information for each metal surface of interest.
It is important to notice that the inner bands of the surface

(3s, 3px, 3py, and 3pz for Cu surfaces and 4s, 4px, 4py, and 4pz
for Ag surfaces) are straightforwardly included in our
calculation by considering them as zero-width bands.
2.2. Time-Dependent Calculation of the Atom Charge

State Probabilities. We use the following Green functions to
solve the time evolution introduced by the time dependence of
the projectile position with respect to the surface (R⃗ = R⃗(t))

′ = Θ ′ − ⟨Φ | ̂ ′ ̂ |Φ ⟩+G t t i t t c t c t( , ) ( ) { ( ), ( )}a 0 a a 0

′ = ⟨Φ | ̂ ′ ̂ |Φ ⟩+F t t i c t c t( , ) [ ( ), ( )]a 0 a a 0 (2.10)

Φ0 being the wave function that describes the interacting
system in the Heisenberg scheme. The neutralization
probability is given in this case by the average occupation of
the atomic state ⟨n ̂a(t)⟩ which is obtained from Fa(t,t′) at equal
times t = t′

= ⟨ − ̂ ⟩F t t i n t( , ) 1 2 ( )a a

The Green functions are calculated by using the method of
equations of motion (EOM) which leads to the differential
expressions
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The self-energies determining the motion equations of these
Green functions read
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In eq 2.13 ⟨nk⃗⟩⃗ is given by the Fermi function 1/[1 + e(εk ⃗
− εF)/kBT] (εF is the Fermi energy and T the temperature).
The contributions to the self-energies 2.12 and 2.13 coming

from the bulk and intrinsic surface states can be separated from
those coming from the image potential states. In the first case,
by using eqs 2.6 and 2.7, we have
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The contribution from the image potential states can be written
as
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The density of states ρIS(ε) takes into account the energy
dispersion in k/⃗/ of the surface image potential states.

2.3. Shift and Width of the Ion Energy Level Due to
the Adiabatic Interaction. The shift and the width of the
energy level of the ion interacting adiabatically with the metal
surface can be extracted from the Anderson hybridization
function given by the Fourier transform of the self-energy
Σa
A(t,τ) (eq 2.12)
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The atom energy level shift corresponds to the real part of
Σa
A(ω), εI̅ being defined as

ε ε ε̅ ⃗ = + ΣR( ) Re ( )A
I I a I (2.17)

and the level width Γ is defined as twice the imaginary part of
2.16

εΓ ⃗ = Σ ̅R( ) 2 Im ( )A
a I (2.18)

Both the shift and the width of the atom energy level are
functions of the atom position R⃗.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Convergence of Neutralization with the Number

of Surface Atoms Considered. To complete the study
reported in ref 24, in Figure 1 we show the convergence of the
calculation with the number of surface atoms considered for the
Li−Cu(111) and Li−Cu(100) systems. In this figure we
present the results of the calculation by increasing the number
of surface atoms up to first, second, third, fourth, and fifth
nearest neighbors.
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From these curves, the convergence of the calculation when
up to four nearest neighbors are included is straightforward
(37/34 atoms for Cu(111)/Cu(100)).
An analogous study (not shown) was performed for Ag(100)

and Ag(111), arriving to similar conclusions: convergence is
achieved when up to four nearest neighbors are included. This
result is a consequence of the fact that both crystallographic
faces analyzed ((111) and (100)) exhibit similar characteristics
(same crystal structure and comparable lattice parameters) in
copper and silver.
It is worth noting also that a completely different trend and

absolute values are obtained when only one atom (scatter
atom) and many atoms are considered. This result demon-
strates how crucial the scatter neighboring atoms are and the
interferences between them to explain the experimental
neutralization behavior, particularly in the low-energy regime.
3.2. Atom Energy Level and Hoppings. Equations 2.3

and 2.4 are used to calculate the Li ionization energy level,
using a full electron description of the Li−Cu and Li−Ag
interacting systems. The image plane position zim is assumed to
be half of the interlayer distance: 1.71 au, 1.97 au, 2.27 au, and
1.93 au for Cu(100), Cu(111), Ag(111), and Ag(100)
respectively.62

The hopping with bulk and intrinsic surface states (eq 2.6) is
calculated in terms of the atom−atom hopping integrals V2s,iR⃗S

dim ,
provided by the bond-pair model.57 They are also symmetri-
cally orthogonalized within the set of substrate atoms
considered in the calculation of ρi,j,R⃗s,R⃗s′

(ε) by using the
FIREBALL code.60,61 This code is based on a density functional
theory within a local density approximation that employs a
localized numeric-like orbital basis set.
The energy level as a function of the distance to the surface

(z) is depicted in Figure 2 for the Li atom in front of both Cu
and Ag surfaces (the zero energy corresponds to the Fermi
level). It is also shown in this figure the local density of states
projected on one surface atom, calculated as

∑ ∑ρ ε δ ε ε= −
⃗

⃗
=

⃗
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⃗

⃗c c( ) ( )R
i j k

i R
k
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k
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The distance dependence of the projectile 2s state was
calculated by considering in eq 2.3 the interaction with (i) only
the scatter atom on the surface at Rs = (0,0,0) and (ii) the
scatter atom and up to its fourth nearest neighbors. Although
not significant in all the cases studied, a downshift of the level is
observed when a high number of surface atoms are considered
in the calculation. It is important to notice that when the
projectile is leaving the surface (z > 0) the ion energy level
intersects two times the surface Fermi level. The second
crossing point (here, the projectile energy level crosses from
above to below the Fermi level) takes place at relatively short
distances (z < 15 au in all cases) where the interaction is still
operative since the energy width is still significant. This fact is
essential to explain the typical increase in neutralization
observed at low exit energies of Li projectiles interacting with
metallic surfaces.24

The atom−atom hopping integrals V2s,iR⃗s

dim by considering and
not considering the orthogonalization effects are compared in
Figure 3.
On copper surfaces, relevant differences between atomic and

orthogonal hoppings can only be noticed in interactions of the
projectile active state with 4s and 4p states of the scatter surface
atoms. No visible differences are observed in silver surfaces.
Despite these small changes, a cumulative effect due to the large
number of surface atoms considered can lead to appreciable
differences in neutralization rates. Therefore, orthogonalization
must be performed to ensure a good description of the
interaction between the projectile and the surface atoms.
The hopping with the image potential state Vk ⃗//,2s

image(z)
calculated as it is detailed in the Supporting Information is
shown in Figure 4 as a function of the normal distance to the
surface (z) and for k/⃗/ = 0.
Of particular importance are the extension (up to about 25

au) and the position of the minimum (between 5 and 10 au) of
the hoppings when considering nonorthogonal states, shown in
Figure 4. These features lead to an effect on the neutralization
rates not so dependent on the projectile energy since the region
of major influence of the hopping covers the different effective
distances of charge exchange which vary from relatively small
values for rapid projectiles to large values for slow projectiles. In
general, less localized hopping interactions conduct to less
energy-dependent neutralization rates. The hoppings calculated
by considering orthogonalized states are substantially more
localized, thus a higher dependence with the projectile
incoming energy is expected in this case.

Figure 1. Neutralization as a function of the exit projectile energy for
scatter atom (turquoise square); first (red circle); second (blue up
triangle); third (green down triangle); fourth (green diamond); and
fifth (yellow star) nearest neighbors. (a) Cu(111) and (b) Cu(100).
Convergence with the number of surface atoms considered can be
clearly appreciated.
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3.3. Atom Energy Level Width and Shift Due to the
Adiabatic Interaction with the Image Potential State.

The energy width and shift caused by the interaction with the
image potential state can be appreciated in Figure 5.
From Figure 5, it is clear that only a negligible level width is

introduced by the image potential state on the three surfaces
analyzed when compared to level widths shown in Figure 2. On
the contrary, the energy shift induced by the presence of the

Figure 2. Distance dependence of the Li ionization energy level: (a) Cu(111), (b) Cu(100), (c) Ag(111), and (d) Ag(100) when the interaction
with only the scatter atom is considered (red line) and when up to four nearest neighbors are included (black line). The shadowed area corresponds
to the Cu and Ag surface LDOS. The dotted line indicates the Fermi energy level, and the striped area corresponds to the energy level width.

Figure 3. Orthogonalized (solid line) and nonorthogonalized (dashed
line) coupling terms between the projectile ion and the scatter atom as
a function of ion−surface distance for (a) 2sLi−3dzCu (black); 2sLi−
4sCu (red); 2sLi−4pzCu (blue) and (b) 2sLi−4dzAg (black); 2sLi−
5sAg (red); 2sLi−5pzAg (blue).

Figure 4. Dependence of the 2sLi-image potential state hopping with
the normal distance to the target surface (assuming k// = 0) for
Cu(100) (black line), Ag(100) (red), and Ag(111) (blue) by
considering the orthogonalization effect (solid line) and by neglecting
it (dashed line).
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image potential state is by no means irrelevant. A downshift is
established in all cases, but it is visibly more significant in (100)
surfaces. This outcome shows consistency with eqs 2.16 and
2.17. These equations tell us: (i) stronger image-projectile state
interactions correspond to larger downshifts (see Figure 4) and
(ii) longer extensions of the image potential state within the
surface band gap are associated also to larger downshifts (see
Supporting Information for details). Similar changes are
envisioned for neutralization rates.
3.4. Dynamic Collision Process: Neutralization Prob-

ability. Our theoretical calculations are performed by
considering a backscattering geometry, and then it is expected
to provide a good description of the measurements of refs 29
and 30 performed by using a scattering angle δ of 114° and an
exit angle normal to the surface (β = 90°) and of ref 24 that
corresponds to the same exit angle but with δ = 135°. Our
calculations take into account the experimental setup by
considering incoming and exit velocity values equal to the
perpendicular components of the experimental scattering
geometry.
This means that our results were obtained assuming a normal

trajectory with the corresponding normal component of the
incoming energy Ein = Ek sin

2 Φin and an exit energy Eout = KEk,
Ek being the incoming ion kinetic energy and K the energy loss
factor for the binary collision of the Li−Cu(Ag) system at a
scattering angle of δ. The distance of closest approach at the
different incoming energies is consistently calculated with the
binary collision model from the interaction energy of the dimer

Li−Cu(Ag) system. The inner band states of the metal surface
(3s, 3p for Cu and 4s, 4p for Ag) were also included in the
calculation. Parallel velocity effects3,14,63 due to the outgoing
motion of the projectile perpendicular to the surface are not
present in this case.
The experimental and theoretical results (not considering the

image potential state) are contrasted in Figure 6 for the four
surfaces studied. Except for Cu(111) and Ag(100), where
differences are more appreciable, a good agreement is obtained
at higher energies. The neutral fraction increase experimentally
observed at lower energies is not very well reproduced by the
theoretical results; however, an important improvement in the
general trend has been achieved when a large number of surface
atoms are incorporated in the calculation.
To explore if these drawbacks of the theoretical model can be

corrected, we incorporated the image potential state in our
calculation model, following the procedure detailed in the
Supporting Information. Results including the image potential
state with orthogonal and nonorthogonal wave functions are
shown in Figure 7. The calculation was performed for Li/
Cu(100), Li/Ag(100), and Li/Ag(111). The system Li/
Cu(111) was omitted since its image potential state is located
within the conduction band, leading to a very short lifetime.
For nonorthogonal wave functions, the image potential state

tends to increase the neutralization rate in the whole energy
range, and as we previously have foreseen, its influence hardly
depends on the projectile energy. On the Li−Cu(100) system,
it sensibly improves the description of neutralization rates
observed. On Li−Ag(100) the presence of the image potential
state significantly improves the description at higher energies
(the results obtained in this regime exactly match the
experimental data). An increase in the neutralization is
introduced by the image potential state at lower energies, but
it is not sufficient to reproduce the experimental results.
After orthogonalization, no substantial changes are observed

in the neutral fractions obtained in the low-energy range.
However, when compared to experimental data, the general
trend notably improves since a higher dependence on the
incoming energy, mainly caused by a more localized hopping
interaction, is observed.
On Li−Ag(111) the effect of the image potential state is

minor, mainly due to its proximity to the border of the
conduction band. However, the difference between exper-
imental and theoretical neutralization is diminished when the
image potential state is considered.

3.5. Analysis of Neutralization Evolution: Trajectories.
To explore how the image potential state−Li(2s) interaction is
affecting the neutralization rate, we calculated the evolution of
the Li(2s) neutral fraction as the collision is produced. Results
for the Li−Cu(100) system are plotted in Figure 8. Neutral
fractions obtained when the image potential state is included
and not are compared for two different projectile exit energies.
The total DOS and the energy shift are also included in the
graph to facilitate the reading and the evaluation of the neutral
fraction progression as the projectile interacts with the surface.
In this plot, we assume the surface positioned at z = 0, and
negative/positive distances are associated with incoming/
outgoing trajectories of the projectile.
At first glance we can make the following observations when

the neutralizations considering and not considering the image
potential state influence are compared:
(i) At the end of the incoming trajectories, both results

nearly match, meaning that the differences are established at the

Figure 5. Energy shift as a function of ion−surface distance. The
ionization Li energy level (olive line) and the Li ionization energy level
shifted by the interaction with image potential state (red line) are
compared. The dotted line indicates the Fermi energy level. Inset:
energy level width due to the interaction with image potential state.
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outgoing trajectory. This result is common for both lower and
larger energies.
(ii) At the outgoing trajectory, neutral fractions start to

separate at an ion−surface distance of 9 au (11 au) for 200 eV
(3000 eV). This result is associated with the ion energy level
crossing (from above to below) the surface Fermi level. For
higher projectile energies this effect starts later and is less
pronounced since fast projectiles tend to “average” the details
of the different characteristics of the target surface (i.e., DOS,
position of the surface Fermi level relative to the projectile
energy) turning high speed ion neutral fractions less sensitive to
all these features.
Note that this behavior is also observed in the incoming

trajectory.
(iii) The increase of neutral fractions in the whole energy

range is directly linked to the downshift of the Li energy level
produced by the interaction with the image potential state.
An analogous analysis can be made for the other systems;

however, we decided to focus on the system where most
relevant changes are produced.
With the purpose of exploring the grounds of the energy

level downshift produced by the Li(2s)−image potential state
interaction, we calculated (see Figure 9) the bonding
interaction of Li(2s) with the image potential state assuming
no dispersion on k// of the latter. That is, the image potential
state energy value εim was assumed to be constant and equal to
εim (k = 0).
To perform the calculation we use the following equation

ε ε ε ε
=

+
−

−
+ ⃗

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟E z V z( )

2
( )

4
( ( ))
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2
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1/2
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where Eb is the bonding energy; εim is the energy of the image
potential state; εI is the energy level of the Li(2s); and Vk/⃗/,2s

image is
the hopping interaction function depending on the ion distance
z (see Figure 4).
Despite that the calculation of the bonding state only

pretends to be a rough approach on how the energy level
downshift is produced, it is clearly illustrating the tendency
shown in Figure 5. Results displayed in Figures 4, 5, 7, and 9
show a remarkable consistency: stronger hoppings (Figure 4)
are associated with larger energy downshifts (Figure 5) and
larger differences between the bonding and projectile states
(Figure 9). As a direct consequence, more significant changes in
neutralization rates are introduced by the image potential state
(Figure 7).

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we performed a time-dependent quantum
mechanical calculation of the resonant neutralization proba-
bility to the ground state of Li+ impinging on Cu(100),
Cu(111), Ag(100), and Ag(111) for different incident energies.
From the results presented above we can conclude:
(1) The calculation converges when up to four nearest

neighbors are considered in the surface. The inclusion of a large
number of surface atoms significantly improves the description
of neutralization rates at lower energies. This fact directly

Figure 6. Neutralization as a function of the projectile exit energy (the image potential state is not considered). The experimental data (black full
square) corresponding to refs 24 and 30 for Cu(100), refs 24 and 29 for Cu(111), ref 16 for Ag(100), and ref 29 for Ag(111) are contrasted with
theoretical results when only the scatter atom (black open circles) and up to four nearest neighbors (red full circles) are considered.
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indicates that the fine details of the surface band structure are
very important in the analyzed systems.
(2) Orthogonalization introduces minor changes in the

hopping terms of both systems. However, it should be included
if an accurate calculation is required.
(3) The interaction of the Li+ active state with the surface

image potential state introduces an energy width that can be
neglected when compared to the total width produced by the
interaction with the other states of the surface atoms. However,
the energy downshift associated with a bonding interaction is
significant and able to cause notable changes in the
neutralization rates. The energy dispersion of the image band
state has to be considered to get a better description of the
charge exchange process.
(4) Neutral fractions tend to be increased because of the

interaction with the image potential state in the whole range of
the energies studied. This effect is slightly more pronounced at
lower energies and directly associated with the downshift
provoked by this interaction and to the proximity of the Li(2s)
energy level to the surface Fermi level.
(5) When compared to experimental data, the introduction

of image potential states clearly improves the calculation in all
cases. This constitutes an evident step up in the description of
charge transfer during ion−metal surface collisions. A better
description of the experimental neutralizations vs energy
dependence is obtained after orthogonalization of Li 2s and
image state wave functions. However, no significant differences
in the magnitude of neutral fractions are found.

Figure 7. Neutralization as a function of the projectile exit energy.
Experimental data (black and gray squares) correspond to the same
references as in Figure 6. The theoretical results when the image
potential state is not included and included, considering orthogonal
and nonorthogonal wave functions, are compared.

Figure 8. Normal distance dependence of the calculated neutral
fraction along the trajectory for the Cu(100) face and two different
projectile exit energies: without image potential state for 200 eV (open
black circles) and 3000 eV (open red triangles) and with image
potential state for 200 eV (full black circles) and 3000 eV (solid red
triangles). Green and blue lines correspond to 2sLi variation when the
image potential state is and is not included, respectively. The Cu total
local DOS (shadowed area) is also shown. The dotted line indicates
the surface Fermi level.

Figure 9. Bonding interaction of 2sLi with the image potential state as
a function of ion−surface distance (the image potential state energy
value was assumed constant, k// = 0). Blue dashed line corresponds to
the ionization Li2s energy level and the red solid line to the bonding
energy level. The Fermi energy level and the energy of the bottom of
the bands are also indicated (dotted line).
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(6) Main changes introduced by the image potential state in
the neutralization rates are totally defined in the last part of the
outgoing trajectory (ion−surface distance larger than 9 au).
Finally, the remaining differences between theoretical and

experimental results might be attributed to (i) small errors
inherent to the LDA calculation of the surface density matrix
that may lead to large differences in the neutral fraction
calculation or (ii) other charge state configurations of the Li
atoms, such as excited and negative ion states that cannot be
clearly disregarded in the interaction with the surface. These
other neutralization channels are expected to be more probable
in the case of the lowest work function surface, i.e., Cu(100).
However, it is important to have in mind that the potential
correlation effects are always difficult to predict.
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